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The takeaway is SPR is no more important and may continue selling another 12 to 18 months as

long as they realize good price for oil. This means Chinese demand is now much more important

to the oil market, once SPR sell off is completed and investors need to start focusing on China for

directions on the oil market.

• Fall in the oil price this year has been accompanied by historic SPR release by US. Now, going by

the books falling inventories are bullish as eventually the inventory will be refiled; but this time

US SPR inventory might not be refilled..

• Post Shale revolution,

the growth of US oil

production has led to

a fall in net imports,

from a peak of 10m

barrels a day to

around 2m at the

moment.

• SPR was built by US so that they would have 90 days of crude oil imports on hand. US commercial

sector did not hold that much inventory in 1980s & 2010s, so SPR was needed. Evolution of shale

has revolutionized oil for US & now they are one of largest producers of oil which means SPR is no

longer needed.

• In 2016, department of energy realized that

SPR was not practical anymore & had planned

to sell oil slowly to generate capital. In some

way, Ukraine invasion has done SPR a favor. It

allowed them reducing size of inventory that

was looking like a stranded asset.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/pine-tree-macro-952b86238/
https://twitter.com/home
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Every Decade has new Winners! The chart lists out the top 10 companies by market capitalization in

each of prior decade

'Historically, once inflation spikes above 8%, median inflation takes about two years to fall beneath

6% before settling around that level out to five years. But, this time Inflation has entered a different

league… Economic war has broken out and wars are inflationary. Fed may have to hike to 5% to 6%

as Inflation is now structural

When Inflation

hits 8% through

history, what

happens next?
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Whom should you trust - fearful bond traders or relaxed equity traders?

MOVE (tracks bond volatility) inched higher and VIX (Equity market volatility) preferred to lay low.

(Source: Refinitiv)
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It’s been a lost decade for Brazil, largely because commodity prices slumped which led to

sluggish economic recovery.

But, past two years were different. High commodity prices and strong global demand for

goods allowed Brazil's exports to surge since the pandemic hit.

Commodity surge, inflation & Politics aside; the differentiation now for this country is high

real interest rates as they started their rate hiking journey earlier than most others. Infact,

the country may look at trimming the rates from coming year onwards, if all stays stable.
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Real Estate is the largest asset class and is generally the last man standing in times of

crises.

Sales of existing homes in the US dropped 5.9% in October to -28.4% YoY (worst level

since 2008).

Is this pain temporary of are we about to enter whole new world of deflationary pain.

(Source: BoFA)
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Pine Tree Macro Pvt Ltd (“Pine Tree”): This information provided is for the exclusive and

confidential use of the addressee only. Any distribution, use or reproduction of this information

without the prior written permission of Pine Tree is strictly prohibited. The information and any

material provided in this document or in any communication containing a link to Pine Tree’s

website is not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or

country where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would

subject Pine Tree to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. Neither the

information, nor any material or opinion contained in this document constitutes a solicitation or

offer by Pine Tree or its, directors and employees to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or

other financial instruments or provide any investment advice or service. We do not represent that the

information and any material provided on this website is accurate or complete. Pine Tree makes

every effort to use reliable, comprehensive information; but makes no representations or warranties,

express or implied or assumes any liability for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any

information contained in this document. All investments are subject to market risks. In no event will

Pine Tree or its directors and employees be liable for any damages including without limitation

direct or indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages, losses or expenses arising out of and

in connection with this website, or in connection with any failure of performance, error, omission,

interruption, defect, delay in operation or transmission, computer virus or system failure.


